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1) Urban art as an umbrella term
The aim of the conference and this publication is to discuss “urban art” in its broadest sense: as an umbrella term
that encompasses a great variety of creative expressions in the urban environment on a global scale. I am aware

artists and activists themselves at the beginning of the great renaissance of street art around the millennium. In Julia

surfaces and showcases that exist within this movement are all born from the city streets” (Reineke, 2007; Blanché,

coined an encompassing term for the Backjumps exhibitions in Berlin after 2003 by naming the phenomenon at large
as urban communication and aesthetics (Nabi 2003).

from adbusting to legal murals and so forth. We do not need to be imprecise by describing the single form of urban
art is on the one hand useful to stress their critical potential, on the other hand it can be excluding, if the artistic or
a model for analysis, then it is also possible to overcome polarities that were already described and criticized by
several authors, that is to say, the oppositions between art and vandalism, art and non-art, high and low art or art and
advertisement and so forth. The objective here is, of course, not to overlook these discussions, but to acknowledge
them as part of the phenomenon itself. The aim is to deal with every creative expression that appears on our large
urban practices, produced by many and often anonymous authors using a great variety of media.

though academia as well as the established art world have claimed to overcome the categories of high and low long
ago, both are still working with hierarchies. Here methods of visual culture studies or the German Bildwissenschaft
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come into play by allowing us to analyze non-artistic forms of creativity or just signs in the urban fabric, moreover
the internet and in photo books, and in return shape the urban imaginary. The idea is not to elevate forms of urban
processing knowledge via images in a dynamic way. The challenge here is to think about a form that includes many
forms, a multitude of perspectives, which are constantly networking visually and virtually.
2) Creating the urban
changed in the period of the street art boom since the 1990s. Actually, the static notion of the (post)modern city

Eckardt, Wood, 2014). These characteristics meet perfectly the criteria of urban creativity as the contributions of
this publication demonstrate. Street art, in particular, has shown to be not only constantly changing, ephemeral,
mobile and entertaining, but also developed at the same time and together with the web 2.0, and is therefore also
virtual. It represents and produces the contemporary urban multidimensional space. This process is of course not
as a motor of urban renewal because it attracts people to live in such an environment, which in turn allures to real
disappear from the respective area, a process that has happened in Berlin. The intensive investment is accompanied
within the contemporary city very much depend on the urban imaginary: Who has the power to decide about the
overall image? Who is permitted to develop the ideas about communal living (Bourdin, Eckardt, Wood, 2014)?

enacted early in 20161, the Polish foreign minister Witold Waszczykowski stated in an interview that the law would cure
2

In this neoconservative position, which

Of course, I think that this kind of urban public is the prime audience of urban art, maybe even the agents of it. They
and their urban culture constitute forms of a global development that challenge many people and lead them toward
neo-conservative parties or even further.
Finally, the discourse on the urban has replaced the one on the city itself and has its own semantic history. Until
the end of the 20th century ”urban” had a positive connotation: It was idealized as the Mediterranean city with the
central piazza in the tradition of the Greek agora, representing the ideal of historic democracy. Strangely enough,
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consumerism and controlled labor. These concepts were criticized by contemporary urban theory that stresses more

symbolic meaning of urban space itself, and in doing so reclaiming that very space. Its inclusive characteristics often
talk about Korean practices (Mersmann, 2018). The analysis of urban art is therefore a valuable tool to make such
processes visible. The contributions to this volume show an understanding of the contemporary urban that takes into
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